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Experimental test of morphological stability theory for a planar interface
during rapid solidification
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We report a parameter-free test of the theory predicting the critical solute concentration that destabilizes a
planar solid-liquid interface in the high-velocity regime where nonequilibrium interface kinetics are important.
Rapid solidification following pulsed laser melting was used to make metastable solid solutions of silicon-tin.
Rutherford backscattering spectrometry and transmission electron microscopy were used to measure the break-
down concentration. Samples remained microsegregation free with near perfect crystallinity at tin concentra-
tions up to 10 times the maximum equilibrium solubility and 100 times that predicted by linear stability theory
with local interfacial equilibrium. These measurements, covering velocities from 1 to 10 m/s, agree with the
predictions of linear stability theory when the latter incorporates a velocity-dependent partition coefficient and
a thermodynamically consistent kinetic liquidus, and contains no adjustable parameters. We also report a
systematic increase of the breakdown concentration with increasing deviation from steady-state conditions,
which is not addressed by current stability theories, parametrized by the concentration gradient just prior to
breakdown.@S0163-1829~98!07117-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The supersaturation of substitutionally sited elements
silicon following pulsed laser melting and rapid solidificatio
has been studied extensively.1–8 The attainable degree of su
persaturation is strongly dependent on the interface velo
because deviations from equilibrium become more sign
cant as the solidification velocity increases. A variety
mechanisms limiting solubility has been identified, but t
most common is a morphological instability of the plan
solid-liquid interface during solidification. This mechanis
was identified for Sn in Si by Whiteet al.,9 who observed a
cellular solidification microstructure at high concentration
It has been observed not only for many other low-solubi
elements in Si,9,10 but also for high-solubility elements suc
as Ge.11,18,12

During steady-state solidification of a single-compon
melt in local interfacial equilibrium, a planar solid-liquid in
terface will remain stable as long as heat is removed thro
the solid. The solid stays below the melting temperature,
interface at the melting temperature, and the liquid above
melting temperature.

For a two-component melt in local interfacial equilibrium
Tiller et al.13 analyzed the ‘‘constitutional supercooling’’ e
fect of solute preferentially partitioning into the liquid. The
showed that for any straight-line liquidus and any given
terface velocity, there exists a critical concentration of sol
in the bulk liquid such that the interface is unstable. Sol
rejected by the interface creates a concentration gradien
the liquid layer next to the interface. The concentration g
dient causes a region in the liquid ahead of the interface to
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~1!/189~11!/$15.00
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undercooled with respect to the composition-dependen
quidus temperature, despite being at a higher absolute
perature than the interface.

Mullins and Sekerka14 included the effect of capillarity in
a linear perturbation analysis of interface stability. Th
started their analysis with an unperturbed planar interfac
local equilibrium moving at a constant velocity. Then th
calculated the time dependence of the amplitude of an infi
tesimal sinusoidal-shaped perturbation imposed on the in
face. Because the perturbation curves the interface, cap
ity has a stabilizing effect, especially at high solidificatio
velocities. The higher the velocity, the less time there is
lateral diffusion of solute; long-wavelength perturbations
longer have sufficient time to form. Short-wavelength pert
bations do have time to form, but the smaller the waveleng
the higher the curvature and the more strongly capilla
resists instabilities. Thus, for a melt with a given bulk solu
concentration, there is a velocity above which a planar in
face is always stable. This is the absolute stability limit8

C`5
k2TMGv

~k21!mD
, ~1!

whereC` is the critical bulk concentration in the liquid,k
the partition coefficient~ratio of the solute concentration i
the growing solid to that in the liquid at the interface!, TM
the melting point of pure solvent,G the capillarity constant
~interfacial tension divided by the latent heat of fusion!, v
the interface velocity,m the slope of the equilibrium liquidus
~assumed to be a straight line!, andD the diffusivity of sol-
ute in the bulk liquid.
189 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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190 PRB 58HOGLUND, THOMPSON, AND AZIZ
The Mullins-Sekerka analysis assumes local equilibri
at the interface. This assumption is most likely to bre
down at velocities where Eq.~1! is most likely to be valid.
The interface stability limit is strongly influenced by no
equilibrium effects, particularly the suppression of partitio
ing ~‘‘solute trapping’’! ~Ref. 15! during nonequilibrium so-
lidification. Solute trapping is expected to stabilize t
interface, and early tests of interface stability under noneq
librium conditions3,5,16 did indeed show such stabilization
The degree of stabilization was unclear, however. The
thors of these studies compared their data to the abso
stability limit, Eq. ~1!, except that they substituted the no
equilibrium partition coefficient for the equilibrium one. Th
modification to the Mullins-Sekerka theory ignores the th
modynamic constraint17 requiring a change in the effectiv
liquidus slope with nonequilibrium trapping@see Eq.~3! be-
low#. Additionally, as these studies did not involve dire
measurements of velocity, the resulting values ofv and k
were only estimates based on heat-flow simulations usin
value of the thermal conductivity of amorphous silicon th
was poorly known at that time.18 As the predictions of Eq.
~1! are very sensitive to uncertainties ink and the value ofk
inferred from solute trapping experiments is very sensitive
uncertainties inv, any agreement of theory with experime
must be considered fortuitous. These early results, howe
can be considered as qualitative evidence that nonequ
rium effects stabilize the interface. Now that the kinetic u
dercooling function in pure19–21and alloyed silicon22 and the
solute trapping function for various dopants in silicon23–25,6,7

have been measured, it is possible to incorporate nonequ
rium effects accurately and systematically into stabil
theory.

Experiments support the so-called ‘‘continuous grow
model without solute drag’’25 for nonequilibrium interface
kinetics during rapid solidification. For solute trapping in t
dilute solution regime, the model gives

FIG. 1. Predicted neutral stability curves for Si-Sn~001!. A
planar interface is unstable above the neutral stability curve.
absolute stability limit was calculated using Eqs.~1!, ~2!, and~3!.
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k~v !5
ke1~v/vD!

11~v/vD!
, ~2!

where k is the nonequilibrium partition coefficient,ke the
equilibrium partition coefficient,v the interface velocity, and
vD a kinetic parameter called the diffusive velocity. Assum
ing a dilute solution, a straight-line equilibrium liquidus an
solidus, and a solidification velocity much less than t
maximum solidification velocity at infinite driving force
Boettinger and co-workers derived from the continuo
growth model a simple expression17,26 for the slope of the
kinetic liquidus,

m~v !5meH 11
ke2k~v !$12 ln@k~v !/ke#%

12ke
J , ~3!

whereme is the slope of the equilibrium liquidus. Substitu
ing the partition coefficient of Eq.~2! and the liquidus slope
of Eq. ~3! into the Mullins-Sekerka result@not just Eq.~1!,
but rather the full solution# yields a thermodynamically con
sistent formulation of nonequilibrium linear stability theor
For any point in concentration-velocity space, one can c
culate whether or not a planar interface is stable. Beca
each of the key parameters in the theory has been meas
independently, the calculation has no free parameters. T
cally, one calculates a neutral stability curve: the line
concentration-velocity space that separates the region
stable interface growth from unstable interface growth. T
interface is stable below and unstable above the neutral
bility curves presented in this paper, e.g., Fig. 1.

A fuller formulation of linear stability theory by Davis
and co-workers27,28 allows for oscillatory solutions to the
perturbation growth equation. This family of solution
driven by a mechanism called the ‘‘solute pump,’’ was ide
tified by Coriell and Sekerka.29 As shown in Fig. 1, Huntley
and Davis’s calculations for the silicon-tin system28 show
that the region of instability against oscillatory perturbatio
lies completely within the region of instability again
nonoscillatory~steady! perturbations. Thus the steady bran
defines the stability limit, and the simple stability calculatio
@Eqs. ~2! and ~3! substituted into the full Mullins-Sekerka
equation# is quantitatively identical to Huntley and Davis’
calculation.

Another formulation of linear stability theory by Brunco11

allows nondilute solutions and offers a novel treatment
what Brunco terms ‘‘nonequilibrium capillarity.’’ Brunco’s
calculation for silicon-tin,11 also shown in Fig. 1, is quanti
tatively similar to Huntley and Davis’s calculation. Brea
down in the silicon-tin system does not happen at a h
enough concentration or at a small enough length scal
readily distinguish the theories.

Cahn30 extended the linear stability formalism to take in
account the first and second derivatives with respect to in
face orientation of the solute trapping function and of t
interface mobility. Whereas the solute trapping function
known for many orientations,24,26 the interface mobility is
known only for~001! ~Ref. 31! and~111! ~Refs. 21 and 32!.
Because certain terms in Cahn’s analysis vanish for hig
symmetric orientations such as~001! and ~111! studied here
and because Cahn concludes that other terms are expec
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be important only for high concentrations, we do not exp
anisotropy effects to be significant in the present study.

We reported33 a quantitative test of stability theory usin
tin-implanted silicon-on-sapphire~SOS! samples. However
the large number of extended defects in these samples
only made identification of the cell walls difficult, but als
might have influenced the breakdown of the planar interfa
Here we report similar measurements performed on b
single-crystal silicon in the~001! and ~111! orientations. By
melting completely through the region damaged by the
implant, we ensure a high-quality seed for subsequent so
fication of the melt.

II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

Wafers of~001! silicon were implanted with 165 or 12
keV 120Sn1 at doses of 331015– 231016 cm22. Most
samples were also lightly implanted with a pair of bor
implants, typically 100 keV11B1 at 331015 cm22 and 200
keV 11B1 at 531015 cm22, to aid in ascertaining mel
depths in cross-sectional transmission electron microsc
~TEM!. The wafers of~111! silicon were implanted to highe
doses of tin~1, 2, and 431016 cm22!, but did not receive the
additional boron implant.

Most samples were melted with a 30 ns full width at h
maximum~FWHM! XeCl ~308 nm! excimer laser pulse. In
tense radiation absorbed at the sample surface causes
ing. When the laser pulse ends, the sample solidifies qui
as the heat flows from the surface into the bulk. The veloc
depends on pulse energy, but only indirectly. The direct f
tor is the thermal gradient between the melt and the bulk
the sample~still at room temperature at the end of the las
pulse!. To attain lower velocities, we preheated samp
from the back side using a continuous-wave CO2 laser just
before firing the excimer. As the CO2 heated the sample,
reduced thermal gradient was established between the m
region and the bulk substrate; additionally, the thermal c
ductivity of the bulk is reduced at highT. To attain higher
velocities, we melted some samples using pulses from
Nd:YAG laser~1064 nm! with a 3 nsFWHM. In situ reflec-
tivity measurements with a low-powered Ar1 probe laser
~488 nm! exploited the difference in reflectivity betwee
solid and liquid to measure melt durations.

The spatial homogeneity of the melting pulse is crucia
the success of the experiment. We tuned the excimer l
using a beam profiling camera until the camera measure
3% rms deviation in intensity over the area of the samp
We quantified the effect of this variation on our measu
ments by doing statistics on a large number of split-pro
reflectivity measurements. Comparing melt durations m
sured simultaneously at two different points on the sam
surface, we observed a variation of65 ns, in melt duration
at typical laser fluences, which corresponds to64% in flu-
ence. The CO2 beam was expanded so that any inhomoge
ities caused no larger melt duration variability than for t
XeCl laser alone.

After solidification, tin concentration-depth profiles we
measured using Rutherford backscattering spectrometry.
cause the presence of normally substitutional dopants off
tice sites has been correlated with interface breakdown,16 we
also performed an ion channeling analysis. We initially
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sumed that the interface broke down at the depth where
concentration of nonsubstitutional tin became apprecia
For several samples, we examined the microstructure
rectly using cross-sectional TEM. In addition to verifying th
depth of breakdown, the microscopy allowed us to ver
that the breakdown morphology was cellular.

Microscopy also yielded information about the maximu
penetration of the melt front for any particular sample. F
lowing the example of Narayanet al.,34 we used a boron
implant to create a marker layer visible in TEM. Accordin
to Narayanet al., the boron implant creates point defects th
condense to form dislocation loops deep in the sample. D
ing laser melting, loops that melt disappear forever; loo
that do not melt coarsen to a size large enough to be
served in TEM~several hundred angstroms!. The maximum
melt depth is therefore the depth at which the sam
changes from having no loops to having many loops. B
cause the maximum melt depth is sharply defined and
cause dislocations cannot have free ends inside the cry
loops that partially melt seed dislocations that terminate
the surface. Narayanet al. occasionally saw such disloca
tions, providing strong confirmation that dislocation loo
exist in the unmelted solid right up to the maximum m
depth. We did not attempt to image individual loops a
relied on the work of Narayanet al. for the interpretation in
terms of dislocation loops. In our micrographs, the region
the boron implant appears mottled, as opposed to the e
gray of the region that melted and of the Si beyond the bo
implant range.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

In this experiment, we measured the solidification velo
ity and breakdown concentration at the onset of interfa
instability, and then compared the values to the calcula
neutral stability curve. Values for the parameters required
the interface stability calculation32,33,36–41are given in Table
I. Values for the parameters required for the heat fl
simulations35,36,38,42–45are given in Tables II and III.

A. Solidification velocity

For these samples, the melt duration as a function of la
fluence was very close to that of pure silicon. Consequen
we used well-calibrated heat-flow simulations of pulsed la
melting of pure silicon46 to determine melt depths and solid
fication velocities. The effect of an amorphous surface la
created during ion implantation has been studied in exp
ments on self-implanted silicon, and the optical and therm
physical properties of amorphous silicon are well tested46

Ion channeling measurements show that the top 160 nm
amorphous for a 165 keV implant, although the exact thi
ness is not crucial. Plots of velocity as a function of m
duration for simulations with various thickness amorpho
layers, as in Fig. 2, are essentially identical for all thic
nesses of the amorphous Si layer.

Assessing the effects of alloying due to implantation
more complicated. Alloying can affect the applicability o
heat-flow simulation in two ways. The first is by changin
the optical properties. Jellisonet al.47 have measured the op
tical properties of heavily doped silicon~0.6 at. % in the near
surface region for samples implanted with boron, arou
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TABLE I. Parameters for interface stability calculation. Note that the extrapolations were made
original papers.

Symbol Value Parameter

D 2.531024 cm2/s Diffusivity of tin in liquid silicona

vD 17 m/s Diffusive velocitya

GL 23104 K/m Thermal gradient in the liquid ~heat-flow
simulations!

GS Thermal gradient in the solid
GS5V LM /KS51.93108 K/m ~at 1 m/s!

KL 140 W/~K m! Thermal conductivity of the liquid at melting pointb

KS 22 W/~K m! Thermal conductivity of the solid at melting pointb

TM 1685 K Melting temperature of pure siliconc

ke 0.016 Equilibrium partition coefficientd

me 2460 K me5(12k)RTM
2 /LM

LM 4.193109 J/m3 Latent heat of fusion at melting temperaturee

Crystal-melt interfacial tension
Symbol Measurement Undercooling Extrapolated toTM Reference

g 0.36 J/m2 285 K Not extrapolated Crystal nucleationf

g 0.38 J/m2 350 K 0.45 J/m2 Crystal nucleationg

g 0.438 J/m2 420 K 0.61 J/m2 Crystal nucleationh

aReference 30. eReference 35.
bReference 32. fReference 36.
cReference 33. gReference 37.
dReference 34. hReference 38.
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1.0% for samples implanted with arsenic! and find that dop-
ing has a small effect for 308 nm radiation. This bounds
effect for our samples. Given the high absorption coeffici
for the 308 nm excimer laser, the optical properties of
sample are determined by only the top 20 nm of the sam
Because our implants were rather deep, the concentra
near the surface are low: about 1% for tin and 0.01%
boron. Therefore, we do not expect large changes in op
properties. The second possible effect of alloying on the
sults of the heat-flow simulations is by changing the therm
physical properties~latent heat or thermal conductivity! of
the sample. Measurements on Si-As by Kittlet al.48 show no
difference in latent heat for 0%, 4%, and 9% As and the
fore we should not expect a significant change for o
e
t

e
e.
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samples, which have up to;2% Sn. We have no data on th
effect of alloying on the thermal conductivity. However, th
effectiveness of the substrate as a heat sink is dominate
the reduced thermal conductivity of the crystal at high te
perature. We believe it highly unlikely that alloying induce
large changes in thermal conductivity at high temperatu
where phonon scattering determines thermal conduction.
conclude that the optical and thermophysical properties
our samples are not likely to be changed substantially
alloying.

The combined result of these effects was small, but
servable in our measurements. For a given implant, the m
duration as a function of incident laser fluence49 was repro-
ducible with minimal noise. However, for different implant
al
TABLE II. Parameters for heat-flow simulation.

Thermophysical property Units Liquid Amorphous Cryst

Melting temperature K 1430a 1685b

Latent heat of fusion J/cm3 2986a 4206c

Kinetic undercooling ~m/s!/K 0.267 0.0667d

Optical reflectivity at 308 nm 0.734e 0.562e 0.587e

Optical reflectivity at 1064 nm 0.777f 0.4f 0.32f

Optical absorption at 308 nm 106 cm21 1.53e 1.38e 1.48e

Optical absorption at 1064 nm 103 cm21 860f 100f 2f

Thermal conductivity W/~K cm! 1.4g 0.026h

aReference 39. eReference 40.
bReference 33. fReference 41.
cReference 35. gReference 32.
dReference 28. hReference 42.
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the curves shifted within a band of width65 ns. Because we
shall use a single calibration curve~for each laser! to convert
melt duration to velocity, this implant-to-implant variatio
translates into an uncertainty in our reported velociti
which is included in our reported error bars. In fact, t
actual error may be smaller. The calculation of error bar
based on using fluence as the independent variable. In a
ality, we use melt duration to calculate solidification velo
ity. Melt duration is a more robust independent variable th
incident laser fluence. For example, melt duration and ve
ity both depend on absorbed fluence and not reflected
ence; therefore, both will respond similarly to variations
surface reflectivity. As with the data of Fig. 2, melt duratio
is more robust with respect to some bulk properties too.

After collecting simulation data for solidification velocit
as a function of melt duration, we tested our calibrati
curve experimentally. Consider the simulation of melt de
vs time shown in Fig. 3 as a solid line. The dashed line is
measured temporal profile of the laser pulse used in
simulation. As seen in the figure and confirmed by dir
measurements on SOS samples, melting begins just afte
laser pulse begins; solidification begins near the end of
laser pulse~35 ns! and proceeds at near constant veloci
These observations suggest the approximation shown in
3 as a dotted line. The approximation is rough for meltin
but very good for solidification. As an equation, the appro
mation for solidification is

velocity5
maximum depth

melt duration2pulse duration
. ~4!

TABLE III. Temperature-dependent parameters for heat-fl
simulation. The data for specific heat were converted from cal/~g K!
using 2.33 g/cm3 and 4.184 J/cal.

Temperature
~K!

Specific heat
~all phases!a

@J/~K cm3!#
Temperature

~K!

Thermal
conductivity

~crystal!b

@W/~K cm!#

273 1.609 273 1.68
300 1.48
350 1.19

373 1.794 400 0.989
473 1.920 500 0.762
573 1.974 600 0.619
673 2.013 700 0.508
773 2.052 800 0.422
873 2.091 900 0.359
973 2.125 1000 0.312

1073 2.159 1100 0.279
1173 2.193 1200 0.257
1273 2.232 1300 0.244

1400 0.235
1500 2.367 1500 0.227
1600 2.392 1600 0.221
1690 2.414 1685 0.220
1800 2.461
1900 2.482

aReference 35.
bReference 32.
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These quantities are all measurable. The pulse duratio
measurable and, for the XeCl laser, repeatable. Melt du
tions were measuredin situ for each sample. The maximum
melt depth was measured using cross-sectional transmis
electron microscopy.

Figure 4 shows the results obtained by applying the
proximation of Eq.~4! to five bulk silicon samples. The
agreement is good, and so we use the simulation result
convert measured melt duration into velocity. For t
Nd:YAG laser we proceeded similarly, but have only o
experimental point to compare to the simulation. As sho
in Fig. 4 ~the left-hand side!, the agreement is still good. Th
error bars are wider because the pulse spatial profile
Gaussian instead of a flat top. Therefore, even when the l
is well tuned, there is a distribution of fluences and a cor
sponding distribution of velocities.

Simulation does not work adequately for samples p
heated using the CO2 laser. The CO2 pulse is too brief~about
1 s! for us to readily measure the sample temperature, an
is not reproducible enough for us to develop a calibrati
Therefore, each of these samples was examined in TEM
determine the maximum melt depth and Eq.~4! was used to
calculate the velocity. Equation~4! should be accurate fo
these samples because preheating causes a longer melt
tion and hence makes the calculated velocity less sensitiv
the exact timing of melt initiation.

We now calculate error bars. Because velocity is de
mined from melt durations, the relative error in veloci
scales with the relative error in melt duration. As discuss
above, the contribution of spatial nonuniformity in the las
beam corresponds to65 ns for a typical melt, and the con
tribution of variations in optical coupling from implant t
implant was65 ns as well. Based on repeated melting
clean bulk silicon, the instrumental error for the measu
ment system is negligible. The total uncertainty in melt d
ration is therefore610 ns. For a melt duration of typica

FIG. 2. Solidification velocity at 50 nm depth vs melt duratio
calculated by heat-flow simulation for 0-, 130-, 160-, and 200-n
thick surface amorphous layers. When there is no surface am
phous layer, a melt duration of 35 ns corresponds to a maxim
melt depth of 50 nm; hence, the velocity for this melt duration
identically zero.
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length, the curve of velocity as a function of melt durati
~Fig. 4! shows that an uncertainty of610 ns translates to a
uncertainty in solidification velocity of610% for the XeCl
laser and620% for the Nd:YAG laser. This is a fair an
accurate representation of the relative velocities repo
here for the Si~001! samples. An additional factor contribu
ing to uncertainty in the absolute velocities is the therm
physical parameters that go into the heat-flow simulatio
This uncertainty adds roughly610% potential systematic
error in the reported velocities. Thus we calculate that
error of 620% in absolute velocity is a very conservati
estimate for XeCl samples. Nd:YAG samples have a gre
uncertainty due to the Gaussian spatial distribution of
laser pulse. Measurements of the intensity distribution sh
a variation equivalent to a variation in velocity of61 m/s
between the center and the edges. This error is additiv
those discussed above.

B. Breakdown concentration

In steady-state stability theory,C` in Eq. ~1! is the con-
centration solute in the liquid very far from the interface.
steady state, this concentration is equal to the solute con
tration in the solid adjacent to the interface. Because ther
negligible diffusion in the solid after solidification, this con
centration can be measured as a function of depth using
therford backscattering spectrometry~RBS!. For the break-
down concentration, we used the RBS concentration-de
profile to determine the tin concentration at the depth wh
breakdown occurred. The first method for determining
depth at which breakdown occurred was to examine
sample in TEM. The cellular microstructure is easy to ide
tify in cross-sectional samples. We did this for seve
samples and then correlated our observations with ion ch
neling to obtain a second method of determining breakdo
depths.

Ion channeling techniques compare the dependenc
backscattering yield on the crystallographic orientation of

FIG. 3. Simulated melt depth vs time during XeCl pulsed la
melting of pure silicon with 100 nm amorphous silicon layer. T
solid line is a heat-flow calculation based on the laser pulse pro
shown as a dashed curve. The dotted line is the approxima
implicit in Eq. ~4!.
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incident ion beam. The effect is strong near the@001# chan-
nel of silicon. The yield data are analyzed by calculating
ratio of normalized yieldsx,

x5
yield when aligned with channel

yield at random orientation near channel
, ~5!

as a function of depth. To achieve a representative rand
orientation, the sample is rotated during data collection. Ix
as a function of depth is similar for the tin signal and t
silicon signal, then the tin must be substitutional on the s
con lattice. Forx,1, a first-order estimate50 for the fraction
S of solute that is substitutional on the solvent lattice is

S5
12xsolute

12xsolvent. ~6!

The equation is an estimate because it assumes a uni
spatial distribution of the channeled beam and a unifo
distribution of the nonsubstitutional tin in the sample. The
assumptions are adequate in this experiment because th
in cell walls exists as randomly oriented precipitates unc
related with the Si lattice. To present this information as
concentration-depth profile, we plot substitutional concen
tion ~substitutional fraction times total concentration! instead
of substitutional fraction. Because tin is a substitutional i
purity in silicon, interface breakdown is indicated by a dive
gence of the total tin concentration vs depth and the sub
tutional tin concentration vs depth curves.

If TEM and ion channeling were equally sensitive
breakdown, they would both indicate breakdown at the sa
depth. This is rarely the case, however. The substitutiona
concentration falls below the total tin concentration at
much as a few tens of nm deeper than the point at wh
cells become visible in TEM, as is seen in Figs. 5 and 6. T
indicates that there may be a time lag between when
interface first becomes unstable and when it is sufficien
deformed to give rise to visible cells. In practice, this is on
a minor problem. For our samples, the concentration of s
stitutional tin changes little in the region between where

r

le
n

FIG. 4. Calibration curves for solidification velocity vs me
duration. The curve and point on the left are for the 5 ns Nd:YA
laser pulse; the curve and points on the right are for the 30 ns X
laser pulse.
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channeling indicates breakdown and where cells appear
TEM. The feature in the ion channeling spectra that corre
lates best with the appearance of cells is a drop in the co
centration of substitutional tin~concentration is the same
deeper and decreasing shallower!, presumably because pre-
cipitates in the cell walls act as sinks for rejected solute.

When reading a concentration-depth profile to find th
breakdown concentration, we use the average of~1! the flat
or peak in substitutional concentration vs distance approac
ing the surface just before the substitutional concentratio
begins to drop and~2! the substitutional tin concentration
where it diverges from the total concentration by more tha
10%. The ends of the error bars are the two different valu
used to compute the average. We prefer using the substi
tional concentration instead of the total concentration be
cause of RBS depth resolution effects. Samples with hig
implant doses have large surface peaks that are smeared o
30–40 nm. The surface peak is entirely nonsubstitutiona
and so there is little smearing in the substitutional concentr
tion profile.

Pileup, counting statistics, and other errors inherent
spectrometry place a lower limit on the detectable brea
down concentration. The comparison between substitution
and total concentration is dominated by noise when the t
concentration is less than 0.05 at. % in the random
orientation spectrum and less than 0.1 at. % in the aligne
spectrum. Consequently, ion channeling is not guaranteed
see breakdown at concentrations lower than about 0.2
Therefore, according to the theoretical neutral stability curv
at solidification velocities below 2 m/s, we can only rely on
TEM to detect interface breakdown.

IV. RESULTS

Figure 5 is a cross-sectional transmission electron micr
graph of a typical sample. Next to the surface and extendin
to 40 nm depth is a band with high contrast caused by ce
walls, strain around the cell walls, and other defects. Beyon

FIG. 5. Cross-sectional transmission electron micrograph of th
sample having the tin concentration-depth profile of Fig. 6~a!. The
melt depth~320 nm! and breakdown depth~40 nm! marked here are
the average of measurements on several micrographs of the sa
sample.
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that is an even colored band extending to a depth of 320
This is a silicon-tin solution that has few defects and is e
taxial to the silicon underneath. The cloudy region near
bottom of the micrograph is the unmelted silicon substra
The cloudiness is due to vacancy loops left over from
boron implant.

The concentration-depth profile obtained by RBS and
channeling for the sample of Fig. 5 is shown in Fig. 6~a!. All
displayed depth profiles appear artificially broadened b
Gaussian detector resolution function of roughly 30–40
FWHM; ‘‘true’’ depth profiles, when necessary, can be o
tained by deconvoluting this Gaussian from the display
profiles as in Ref. 11. For our purposes this is not neces
because the only features that are affected significantly
spatial variations in the depth profile that are large over d
tances comparable to the detector resolution; the features
interest us vary more slowly with depth. We determine t
breakdown concentration two ways. First, having obser
the appearance of cell walls at 40 nm depth using TEM,
note that this corresponds to the boundary of a flat reg
~100–40 nm! of the profile. The substitutional concentratio
here is about 1%. Second, we observe that the substituti
and total concentrations differ by 10% at 90 nm depth wh
the tin concentration is 1.1%. These two values define
error bar for concentration, and the average is used to
the data point~note that for this sample, the symbol drawn
Fig. 7 is larger than the error bar!. The data are summarize
in Table IV. We determine the velocity to be 3.1 m/s, usi

e

me

FIG. 6. Sn concentration-depth profiles before and after mel
and solidification of a typical~a! high-implant-dose sample held a
room temperature and~b! low-implant-dose sample preheated wi
a CO2 laser prior to melting. Table IV gives the experimental p
rameters. The thin line shows the implanted profile measured o
companion sample~because laser melting after RBS may dama
the sample! scaled vertically to give the same area as the total
profile. The thick line is the total concentration of tin as calculat
from the random spectrum. The shaded region is the concentra
of substitutional tin calculated using Eq.~6!.
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TABLE IV. Selected experimental results.

Quantity Units Method
Sample of
Fig. 6~a!

Sample of
Fig. 6~b!

Tin implant: dose ions/cm2 RBS 3.531015 331015

Energy keV - 120 165
Melt duration ns Surface reflectivity 139 14

Solidification velocity m/s Simulation 3.1 3.2
Maximum melt depth nm TEM 320 350

Breakdown depth nm TEM 40 27
Breakdown depth nm Ion channeling 70 5

Breakdown concentration at. % RBS 1.05 0
Excimer laser fluence J/cm2 1.25 1.77 after 2 s

CO2 laser
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the measured melt duration and the calibration curve of F
4.

Table IV also summarizes the data for the sample with
concentration-depth profile shown in Fig. 6~b!. Whereas Fig.
6~a! was typical of a high implant dose of tin, Fig. 6~b! is
typical of a low-implant-dose sample. For this sample, TE
shows cells at 27 nm where the substitutional tin concen
tion is about 0.3%. As in Fig. 6~a!, the substitutional tin
concentration has been steady at this value for several te
nm and declines as depth decreases. The substitutiona
total concentrations diverge by 10% in the middle of t
plateau. For both samples, cells appear in the electron m
graph at shallower depths than where the total tin concen
tion diverges from the substitutional tin concentration. P
view TEM on a sample similar to these~implanted with 1
316 cm22 tin at 165 keV, melted by a XeCl laser withou
CO2 laser heating, velocity of 4.3 m/s! indicates that the
typical cell diameter is 60 nm.49

In Fig. 7 we plot of data for all samples and several c
culations of the neutral stability curve. Two calculations
the cellular branch of the neutral stability curve~full non-
equilibrium and local equilibrium! shown in Fig. 7 use the
highest and lowest literature values of interfacial tensi
Both values produce curves that pass through the data.

V. DISCUSSION

For the velocity range of our experiments, the importa
experimental parameters are those in the nonequilibr
form of the absolute stability limit, Eq.~1!. Solidification
velocity and breakdown concentration are measured, an
other parameters are obtained from the literature. Beca
we compare our data to a theory that has no adjustable
rameters, the usefulness of the comparison depends on
accuracy of the input parameters. Some parameters are
established, such as the melting point of pure solvent,TM ,36

and the latent heat, which are needed for the capillarity c
stantG.36 For the interfacial tension, which is also needed
calculateG, we used the value found from the interpretati
of nucleation experiments39–41 extrapolated40,41 to zero un-
dercooling. Parameters for the dilute solution, equilibriu
partition coefficient, and equilibrium liquidus slope were o
tained from the equilibrium phase diagram.37 Laser melting
and solute trapping experiments that we have repo
g.
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previously33 give vD @needed for Eq.~2!# and D, thereby
providing the rest ofm(v). Given these parameters, Eq.~1!
reduces to concentration as a function of velocity. The f
Mullins-Sekerka analysis required thermal parameters
While good values for these parameters are also availa
the predictions become independent of the thermal par
eters as the system approaches the absolute stability l
Values for all the parameters are given in Table I.

Of the parameters that go into the calculated neutral
bility curve, the interfacial tension is the most uncerta
Three different values are tabulated in Table I. The calcu
tions of Huntley and Davis28 and Brunco11 presented in Fig.1
use a value of interfacial tension39 that is now out of date.
Recent results by Shao and Spaepen40 and Li and Herlach41

indicate that the value for interfacial tension~at TM! is
higher. Because interfacial tension is measured in nuclea
experiments, reported values are, strictly speaking, o
lower bounds on the interfacial tension: the value could s
be revised upwards. Such improvements are not helpfu
the interfacial tension is sufficiently anisotropic. The theo
for interface stability requires the interfecial tension of a p

FIG. 7. Comparison of data to theoretical neutral stability curv
for Si-Sn ~001!. The solid symbols mark those samples that we
analyzed by TEM.
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ticular orientation,$001% in the case of Fig. 7. This orienta
tion is expected to have among the highest interfacial t
sions. Nucleation experiments measure an average interf
tension. The average should be lower than the value
$001%; it may even be dominated by the minimum value e
pected for$111%. Also, there is no measure of the effect of t
and boron on interfacial tension. Preferential solute segre
tion to the interface will reduce the interfacial tension.

The data of Fig. 7 show scatter, but there are some
terns. First, for all samples, the amount of tin in soluti
exceeds the maximum equilibrium solubility of tin in silico
@an atomic fraction of 1023 at 1339 K~Ref. 51!#. Second, all

FIG. 8. Breakdown concentration vs velocity for XeCl-melt
~001!-oriented samples grouped by gradient in total tin concen
tion in the solid below the breakdown depth. Lower gradients
better approximations of steady-state conditions.

FIG. 9. Breakdown concentration vs velocity for XeCl-melt
~111!-oriented samples grouped by gradient in total tin concen
tion in the solid below the breakdown depth. Lower gradients
better approximations of steady-state conditions.
-
ial

or
-

a-

t-

data points lie well above the neutral stability curve calc
lated under an assumption of local equilibrium~nearly flat at
C`'1024!. Nonequilibrium effects strongly stabilize th
solid-liquid interface; the steady-state nonequilibrium theo
has some merit because it correctly predicts the large
crease in breakdown concentration.

The third observation is that most data points lie abo
the theoretical neutral stability curve. There are two poten
reasons why we might expect to observe such a trend in
experiments. First, our experiment is not, strictly speaki
steady state. The diffusion of rejected solute in the bound
layer away from the interface is superposed on a backgro
of long-range diffusion away from the implant peak. A
depths greater than the implant peak, the superposition
duces the magnitude of the solute gradient in the liquid at
interface relative to its true steady-state value with the sa
interface velocity, partition coefficient, and solute concent
tion in the solid. The result is a relative reduction in th
amount of constitutional supercooling. This effect matte
most at the lower velocities where the constitutional sup
cooling mechanism plays a significant role: as velocity
creases, the neutral stability criterion approaches the abso
stability asymptote where solute redistribution is limited
the time available instead of the steepness of the grad
Second, we cannot observe infinitesimal perturbations. Th
is a delay between the time when the interface first beco
unstable and when it becomes sufficiently deformed to a
the microstructure observably. Substantial precipitation m
only occur in the presence of a highly deformed interface

The data have been analyzed to examine the importa
of deviations from steady state. The flat region in t
concentration-depth profile of Fig. 6~b! indicates a good ap
proximation of steady state prior to breakdown. Not
concentration-depth profiles show a flat region, howev
The data of Fig. 8 are grouped according to the gradien
the total tin concentration in the solid in the 100 nm leadi
up to breakdown. This should scale with the far-field gra
ent in the liquid~upon which is superposed the diffusion
boundary layer!, but the gradient in the liquid cannot be me
sured. The results for~111! silicon, shown in Fig. 9, are
similar. The trend is clear: as the gradient increases, more
can be incorporated before breakdown is observed and
data points appear further up on the plot. We conclude
transient effects play a significant role in interfacial brea
down in rapid solidification and, possibly, in slow solidifica
tion as well. Theories incorporating the transient effects d
cussed above in a quantitative manner are needed to des
interface breakdown in realistic scenarios. Initial steps
dressing some of these issues have been taken by Brun11

Coriell et al.,52 Ludwig et al.,53 and Warren and Langer.54

VI. SUMMARY

~1! Nonequilibrium solidification effects substantially st
bilize the planar solid-liquid interface against cellular brea
down. Supersaturations of up to 10 times the maximum eq
librium solubility were obtained by rapid solidification. Th
critical solute concentration to induce breakdown is roug
100 times that predicted by linear stability theory with loc
interfacial equilibrium.
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~2! The results agree well with linear stability theorie
incorporating a velocity-dependent partition coefficient a
kinetic liquidus slope, with no free parameters.

~3! In the velocity and concentration regime amenable
experiment, Huntley and Davis’s predictions28 and
Brunco’s11 are virtually indistinguishable.

~4! The ability of steady-state theories to fully account f
our results is limited because they do not address poten
effects of deviations from steady state. We observe a syst
atic increase of the breakdown concentration with increas
deviation from steady-state conditions, parametrized by
concentration gradient in the solid just prior to breakdow
d

o

ial
m-
g
e
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